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New features 
KRONOS system version 1.6 includes a number of new features, as listed below. 
 
Uninstall EXs 
System Version 1.6.0 adds a new "Uninstall EXs" page menu command in the P6: Options 
info page in Global mode. It will uninstall selected EXs data from the internal hard drive. 
You can use this command to remove demo mode EXs data, for example, if you need 
more space on the internal hard drive. This EXs data can then be re-installed at any time. 
  
1. Select the desired EXs option at the Installed Option list in P6: Options Info page in 
Global mode. 
2. Touch "Uninstall EXs" to open the dialog box. 
3. Touch “OK” to confirm and execute the Uninstall EXs command, or press the Cancel 
button to cancel the operation. 
4. After uninstalling the EXs data, a confirmation message will appear: 
 
“EXs (number and title) sample data deleted 
Related PCG, KSC, etc. may remain; delete manually if desired.” 
 
5. Press OK to close this confirmation window. 
6. As required, delete remaining folders and files in Disk mode. 
 
 
KRONOS Editor and Plug-In Editor 
Version 1.6 adds full support for the KRONOS Editor and Plug-In Editor software, which let 
you edit and organize sounds from your Mac OS X or Windows computer.  
KRONOS System Version V1.6.0 or later is required to launch the KRONOS Editor and 
Plug-In Editor software. 
 
The KRONOS Editor and Plug-In Editor software is available for free download at 
www.korg.com/kronos/Support. 
 
 



 

 

The following items describe the major functional improvements and bug fixes 
included in this operating system update.  
 
General 
[Bug fix]  
An operation error may have occurred when playing HD-1 Programs with Wave Sequence 
function. This has now been fixed.  
 
Set List mode 
[Bug fix] 
At a Program slot, U-AA to GG banks were not shown while selecting Programs in the 
Control Surface page. This has now been fixed. 
 
Program mode 
[Bug fix] 
In SGX-1 Programs which using EXs12 Austrian Piano, the piano image graphics may be 
shown in irregular colors. This has now been fixed. 
 
[Bug fix] 
In SGX-1 and EP-1 EXi Programs, AMS controls didn’t function properly for the 
parameters in Common LFO and Common Step Seq. This has now been fixed. 
 
Sequencer mode 
[Bug fix] 
When the menu command “Copy Pattern” was selected, the copied Pattern name was 
not immediately updated. This has now been fixed. 
 
[Bug fix] 
In the MIDI Event Edit dialog, note names appeared incorrectly. This has now been fixed. 
 
Global mode 
[Bug fix] 
While editing Wave Sequence steps, setting Start Offset On may cause a click noise at 
note on. This has now been fixed. 
 
[Bug fix] 
Wave Sequence’s “Tie” function was operating incorrectly. This has now been fixed. 
 
 
Various other minor improvements and bug fixes are also included in this update. 


